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PREFACE

The educational system that exists in the United States

in the mid-1970's tias often been described as a system in which

19th century methosand concepts are being used to help 20th

century youngsters learn to cope with life as it will exist in

the latter years of the 10th century and in the first third of

the 21st century. For some educators and lay citizens, such .a

characterization may be inaccurate and hence unworthy of consid-

eration. But tor others, the characterization seems to portray,

with painfu? accuracy, the current scene in American education.

Educational leaders who perceive even an element of truth

in the above description have exhibited deep concerns.0out the

-educational program, and have raised serious questions. While

doing so, they have been, and are, engaged in various endeavors

add activities in their search for plausible and possible solu-

tions.

\Concerns, questions', and activities such as these have

been, over the years, largely responsible for many of the major 6

0

ch.anges that have occurred in AMerican education. Indeed, sim-

ilar concern, study, effort and action will undoubtedly continue

to be the hallmarks for major changes in the educational system

in'future years.

At the present time, as a result of the voicing of serious

concern about the relationship of the educational system to the

world of work, questions are again being raised, and attempts are

being made to find ways of achieving a long honored, but often

ignored,' educational goal: Helping students to become useful, con-:

tributing, an4 productive members of the society in which they will

C.



live. As one consequence of these efforts, it is becoming quite

evident that a new role--or at least a new emphasis--willbe iden-

tified or defined for American education. In the new role that

is beginning to emerge, it is evident that,the educational system

will, in all likelihood, address itself in more direct fashion

than ever before to ways of helping individuals to prepare for

total life careers, as oRposed to preparing individuals only for

specific tions or only for further education. The educational

system, as it assumes its new role, will.have vs its primary focus

the total career process of every individual--a process that ex-

tepds from an individual's early childhood-years through the mature

adult retirement years.

The emerging redefinition of the role or purpose of education,

IP
as indicated above, has resulted in the development and wide accep-

Itance of a new and promisirig concept: Care r Education. By effec-

tively utilizing this concept, it might be possible for educators

.09

to narrow the gap which some say exists in the educational system--

between_tbe 19th and 21st centuries. "Ip any'tvent, proper arnd...care-
k

fully considered utilization of the concept should result in the

t

creation of a more meaningful learning environment for all:

Byron % HansfOrd
Expcutive Secretary

C



Thav-education should prepare students

for'a rich, productive, rewarding amd pur-

pos2ful life has long been ony of the stated

goals of the educational system.

Unfortunately, this goal ha's not become

a reality. for many paiticipants in the edu-

cational'system. Career Education, if used

,

as a major foundation stone in the system,

holds the promise of making a goal a vplity;

a

F
as

L



THE CONCEPT OF CAREER } =DUCAT ION

From time to time throughout the history of educatiphal

thought and development in the United States, concerns and doubts

have been raised abodt various aspects of the educational sys-

tem. As a resuli, many suggestions and recommendations concerning

ways in which the perceived inadequacies, inequities, and defi-

ciencies might be remedied, have been made. Some have resulted,

in lasting and significant changes in the

the industrial arts curriculum, and vocational education prograMs.

arc but a few examples of lasting and significant changes that

have been effected as a result of serious and overriding concerns

relating to perceived inadequacies of the educational program.

On the other hand, the literature is replete with examples

of suggestions and recommendations for change that were offered

A

(and in some instances implemented on ,a somewhat limited and local-
\

.zed basis) but hadvlittle or no lasting impact on American edu-

cation. NcWOr different curricular approaches have been sugge4ed
s\.)

and develop-ed; new and different-organizational patterns have been
a

created; new and different administrative arrangements, have been

attempted; and new and different architectural settings have been

designed-and bu'it. The'se are some examples of changes-that have.

been suggested, but which have rvA had the impact desired by those.-

who proposed them..
t

I.

.
Of all the suggestions and recommendations that have been made

relating to desired changes in. the American educationalsystem, how-
1

ever, few have been met, with such "instant acceptanceq as has the

concept of Career Education. As is
-noted in a subsequent section,

there are those who would assert that the concept;'in,various forms
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has been around for a long while. ,liut it was not until the

-early part of 1971 that it was illtrolluced as a single and rec-

ognizable suggestion for a major change in the educational sys-

tem. Sidney P. Marland, then United States Compissione.r of edu-

cation, presented thes-suggestion, together with the concept, to

the National Association of SecondarY School Principals, meeting._

in Houston, Texas, in January, 1971. In the relatively short time

since its introduction,'the concept has burgeoned, with an almost

supernova-like quality, across the nation, and has impacted upon

es
every educational level with a vigor seldom witnessed in education

in the United States. The manner in which it ha's been received

has suggested that Career Education is a concept "whose time had

come."

The rapidity with which the concept of Career Education has

been accepted, together with the almost messianic fervor with

which many educational leaders have embraced it, is no doubt a

reflection of innumerable concerns and doubts 1 about the validity

of the roles and functions of edOcation and educators, together

with concerns and doubts relating to the reliability with which

the educational system is performing its perceited roles and func-

L

tions.. In a more global enset the rapidity of Nicceptance is per-
,

haps a reflection of a bagie concern about societally -based prob-

lems which are becoming increasingly eviddnt in_the United State's

' -during the waning years of the.20th century. Concerns about the

educational system, together with concerns about broad-based so-

cietal problems, have again caused educators and concerned citizens

to search for "better ways." And they seem to perceive Career Edul

.
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cation as a way to help

The forty million elementary school children who

need career orientation.

I

The seven and, one-half million young people who

seek employmenI after graduation.

'The unemployed, or soon to be unemploypd, workers

not expecting callback because of shifts in tech-

nology or shifts in labor market demand.

'The highly motivated working poor stuck. in low-

skill, log-paying jobs, who need to hold two jobs

to earn enough ilicome to cover their family needs.

'The mothers o£ s-clool age children who need and

want to re- enter t e labor market;

The older workers/involuntarily retired who want

to continue to work, but need-a marketable skill'.

'The over three hundred thousand mental hospital

patients discharged every year who need a market-

able skill to sustain themselves.

'The inmates in our prisons who need pre- and post-

release skill training to cut down on the high

ratt of recidivism.

The more than three million children and youth con-

.

sidercd.to be learning handicapped who are prime can-

didatesfor special training programs that will

provide them with the economic/psychological means

to be fulfilled individuals.

For many concerned educators, legislators, parents, and tax-

11.

payers, Career Education holds the promise and the potential of

greatly helping society to cope with the prlii)lems of the many in-

dividuals alluded to above. At the same time, and.more impor-

tantly, they see in Career Education a means of helping the in-

dividual to be better equipped to aggressively resolve, as well.as

to cope with, the many problems of society.



What Is Career Education?

It. has been suggested that Career Education', at least at the

present time,.might best be described as a concept in search -of a

definition. This observation, it should he noted, may not be com-

pletely accurate in a literal sense because, as has been observed,

there are perhaps-as many definitions of Career Education as there

are people who arc trying to dCvelop or implement programs. But as

the observation implies, there is an .apparent lack of unanimity con-
k.

V

corning the_de_finition, if not the meaning, of Career Education.

It.should be recognized by all concerned that there is a gen-

t

dine need for at least a broad definition of Career Education that

would establish a perceptual framework or parameter in which edu-

cators might be able to function, but which at they same time, would

--provide the' freedom for needed adaptation. As pointed out in a_

later section, many s6ch broad definitions of Career Education have

been developed by'State Education Agencies. An example that would

be of value in the context of the immedia\te discussion, however,

is a definition that has been developed by the as)( Force on Career

Education of the_Council of Chief State School Officers:

Career Education is essentially an instructional
strategy, aimed at improving educational outcomes
by relating teaching. and learning activities to
the concept of career development? Career Educa-

tion extends the academic world to the world of

work. In scope, Career Education encompa*ses edu-

cational,experiences beginning with early child-

hood and/continuing throughout the individual's
productive life. A cominete program of Career Edu-

ration'includes awareness of the world of work,

broad orientation to,occupations (professional and

.
non-professional), in-depth exploration of selected

clusters, careen preparation, an understanding of

the economic systbm 'of which jobs are' a part, and
.

placement'for all stUdent5. 4
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While the preceding definition (or a similar one) will be

adequate for many, it should he recognized that for some educa-
.

tors and lay c:itizeens loose or broad definitions do not suffice.

There are those who prefer--if not actually require--a recipe

or somewhat definitive pre-packaged'program of Career Education.

There is need for clear meaning; yet there is risk inherent in
l

any kind of rigid prescription. No doubt this is what Commissioner

041..

Marland had in mind when he said

We deliberately have avoided 'any definitions.
Career Education will not be prescribed by
Washington, be cause that is the best way to

kill it.

Whi e there are those (Marland, for example) who would see

a positive value in having no single definition or "official des-

ignation,"-it is interesting to note that numerous references in the
1

literature contain definitions which have been developed. Kenn6th

Hoyt and his colleagues implied that a lack of definition of

Career Education existed when they suggested'that it was a "con-

cept in search of a definition." They then went on to offer a

definition:

w Career Education is the total effort of public

education and the community aimed at helping

all individuals to becomb familiar with the val- ,

ues of a work-oriented society, to integrate

'these values in their personal values in their

lives in such a. way that work becomes possible,

meaningful, and satisfying,to each individual.

In similar fashion., while Marland indicated in explicit fashion

it
.

. that Career Education should not he defined or prescribed in Wash-
]

..., .

ington, he offered some advice suggesting that Career Education

should not be perceived as:
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'A re-naming of vocational-technical education;

An anti)-inteliVtual conspiracy;

'A way to discourage poor and minority young
people frdiegoing to college;

'Limited to elementary and secondary schools; or

'Simply a means of getting a job.

Ina more positive vein, Marland suggested that Career Edu-

cation is or.should be perceived as:

....qv companion to academic preparation at every
grade level, from kindergarten through graduate
school, so as to enable every young person to en-

;pr. and do well in a career carefully chosen frog

among many, no m&tter,at what point he or she

leaves formal education.

As Dr. Mar]and has described Career Education,'it is clear

..
that his hdpes for its utilization extend far beyond what is now.,

considered to be the scope of "formal education." To him, Career

Education
4,

...offers the same opportunitic to adults who re-

enter the system either to upgrade their competen-

cies in a field of work Or do leave Well' 'field.

As should be obvious, both Hoyt and Marland attempt:et:At° give
sk.

some meaning to the concept of Carber Education, And at the same

time attempted to avoid a rigid set of rules or prescriptions.

In similar fashion, °tiler educators -from every type of educational

structure--have developed fairly broad,and.comprehensive definitions.

As the emergent definitions or%deScriptions Of Career Education

are examined, the contributions of educators, sociologists, econo-

mists,-and educational psychologistS, should not be overlooked.

Some of those contributions havy already been noted in the contri-

butions of Kenneth Hoyt and'his colleagues: -Taken individually,
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. -t . ...

......

, :.

.thegie statements shotald

...

serve as-exce4lent guidejlines:
..) 1

,

. .

.

The fundamOntal concept of career educatioU is

that all tYpes'of educational experTences, cur-

riculum, instruction, and coUnseling,.-..should in-

valve prewation for economic independence, per-
1

sonal fulfillment, and an appreciation foz the

dignity of work. Lt seeks to give meaning to all . ..,

education by. relating .its content to.the-job world,

.. *Career education is not somethi6,which'precedeL;
.
participating in 'society but isan integration bf /4

learning and doing that merges the woOds of the -1-

home, tne community, the school`, and the workplace

\

into a challenging and producti;ve who).e.
, - , -r' - . ;

.%.: Similar gu'idelines have been suggested by))unn:.

I-

.

Career education may be broadlb
odefined as the de- t

velopment/of the skills and knowledge through which'

Andillidual students may fulfill their on unique. .

needs with regard t-66ccupatiOnal choice, social're--

. . 4. sponsibiiity, leisure activity, and liersonill develop-
ment.

i

. .1
.

't

, %.

In ar,oc-ont "Position Paper on Career Developbment,° Tennyson;
--s

4

Mingham; Gysbers, .and others from the guidance field sought to dis-I

e tinguish career from occupati-Oh-!----
1

...Sociologists apd some psychologists have/used the

term "career to ref td the sequence of occupations,

jobs and positions occupied during .the course of a .

persons lifO. This definition.-is, helpfua in carry-
. N*

ing the impost of deyelopmental, movement through struc-

tures,'but it conveys' no se'nse.of an active person in-

teracting with his environment.
The term "career" )means a time-extended working

out of a purposeful life pattern through Work under-

. ,
taken and engaged in by'the-individual. CiTe-er can

%easily be 4iffer.ontiated from' the term "dareer
velopment" whith refers to the total constellation .

.of psychological, sociolwical', educational, physical,-

.economic; and chance factors that cqmbine to shape the

the career of-any given individual.
The meaning of the word "careff", then, is diTectly

dependent upon the meaning one attlthes to 'the word

"work." Work, as conceived for purposes of this paper,

may be- defihqras an expenditure of effort designed to

effect some'ehange, however slightly, in some province

of civdlization./ It is not simply an'arbitrary or gra-

tuitous action, but som Ing which, from. some viewpoint
sm.



within
society, ou01 to be done. The concept

tarries the intention that an. act of human 'effort
will lead to an improvement of one's own condition

or that of some element of society.
Viewed in this way, work is not directly at-

tached to paid employmentr but it may include also

efforts ofan educational or avocational nature.

Thus, education for work end certain elements of

leisure which are undertaken to benefit society pr

which contribute to,a sense of individual purpose

and achievement are ipcluded in'this definition...

Tennyson and his colleagues have provided the concerned eduChtor

a framework in which programs of career development can be facilitated.

fdditionally, they have-provided a-perspective which could serve to

alleviate concerns that have been voiced by educationists, vocational

education specialists, and vocational guidance personnel about who

should have responsibility for 'what:

...It must be emphasized that a personYs career does

not unfold independently of other areas of his

-velopment. .Ultimately the educator, whatever his

'tie must concern himself with the total deve..-op-r

,g person, an this implies a consi eratriof how
work and career meshes with other life pu/suits in a

reasoned style of living. (Italics supplied.)

As has already been indicated, definitions such as those given

above were developed primarily to provide guidelines--or broad direc-

tjons--to those who might develop and implement programs in Career

Education. ,They were not definitive; they were not Intended to be.

Yet_they (togeth;cr with many others not cited) performed the intended-

Junctionswell. 1.

.

....---,

gtilizing ti
i

lle "bioad_strokes" that made up the guideline types .-----

/

of definition, more operational "t of definitions have evolved

,10

wherever serious attempts have been made to clop and implement

"Career -Education programs. Such definitions have eveloped by

-A
many StateEducation Agencies, and include key concepts such

1
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A complete program of Career Education includes'

awareness of the world of work, brc*-1 exploration

of occupations, in-depth exploration of selected
clusters, and career preparation for all students.

Arizona

It is our responsibility the adults of
society to provide the best elducation that

Lotiisiana's resources permit and It is the respon-
si ility of our students to see that they avail
Ith mselves of every opportunity of discovering,
dec.ding, and developing their life cycles and styles.

Louisiana
S

[Career Education] is what happens to the individual

when the agencies of school, family, and community
poplithcir talents to provide him with sufficient
breadth and depth of exploratory experience to electi

or delay election of, several equally attractive self

in work options which can.be realized through further
education, continued training, or immediately upon
completion of high school.

Maryland

Career Education not only provides job informationnformation
and skill development, but also aids students in de-
veloping attitudes about the personal. psychological,
social, and economic significance of work.

Nevada

f.

Career Education is essentially a lifelong process,
beginning early in the preschool'years and continuing,
for most individuals, through retirement. As a process,
it includes the view one has of himself and his possible

work opportunities, the choices he makes related to him-

as a worker, and the ways.in which he implements
thdose choices.

New Mexico

1

/



Career education is defined as a Trogram which en-
deavors, through the regular curriculum, to,pro-
vide all youth in the- school motivation toward the

world of work, orientation to the many job oppor-

tunities availableo and exploration of occupations
consistent with individual interests and abilities...

Ohio

Schools have a three-fold object ive:- to help -

young people (a) discover their individual interests

and abilities, (b) explore the many avenues of pro-
ductive activity that might challenge and enlarge

their individual talents, and (c)'learn the wiseex-
ercise of freedom of choice, self-direction, self-

discipline, and responsibility:

Oregon

Career Education extends beyond the school and.pti-
lizes the entire community as a resource for career

development. In this context, Career Education,is

not separate and apart from total life education,
but is a correlated, integral part of all human de-,

velopment.

Utah

The preceding concepts of Career Education that have been de-

veloped in the various Stite Education Agencies are by no means in--

as an exhaustive list. Obviously, there are many others

that might have been identified,1and cited. But while the listing

may not be all inclusive, it is sufficiently representative to sug-
. o

gegt that, regardless of specific -terms or local adaptations, the

_concept of Career Education is made up of several basic character-
,

istics;

k

*In scope, career education encompasses educational
experiences,beginning with early childhood and con-

tinuing through th6 individual's productive life.'
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''In-early childhood [career education] provides
an awareness of self in relationship with the

world of work as well as direct experiences to
motivalc and captivate the learner's interest.

in the basic skills being taught.

'As.the child moves through school he increases
his familiarity with the world of work and ac-
quires knowledge necessary to obtain meaningful
employment upon leaving school.

'Career education also makes the proVision to pre-
pare the individual for employment and, later in

his:career, to upgrade his skills, to update his
knowledge, and to retrain him for a new job if he

wishes it.

'Career education combines the academic world with
the world of work. It must be available at all

levels of education, from kindergarten through'
the university. A complete; program of career.edu--
cation includes self-awareness of the world or work,
broad exploration of selected clusters,.and career
preparation for all students. This calls for all

basic education subjects to.incorporate career edu-

cation as activity,-motivation, and methodology.

Nib

As has been emphasized, there are many. variations in the numer-

ous definitions that have been developed for Career_Education. SP

also is there variation in graphic portrayalg plat.have-i)een developed

to depict the scope and character of Career Education. lit fairly rep,-

representative portrayal, however, has een developed' by the Orego State De-

partment of Education, in which Veral elements of characteristics are depicted:

I ,

POST !UGH SCHOOL
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
As will he noted, the schematic indicates where, in the edu-

cational spectrum, the several types of Career. Education should

ideally take place. It does not, howeVer, attempt to poTtray how

the programs or activities relate to the "total world." This type

of relationshipi.c., that between Career Education -tnd the "world'

is graphically portrayed in the following conceptual model that has

been developed within the Nevada state education agency:
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ti

Throughout this section cons derable attention has been given

to the numerous definitions, schema and models that. have been de- -
I

veloped to describe Career Education. A clear understanding of these

is essential of Career Education is to have the thrust or implict that
.1.
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I
bas been envisioned for it.

But at the same time, proponents and advocates of Career

Education slould not attempt to develop every notion or idea

from a zero point-- Career Education is a new concept in American

eduCation; its roots, however, go back a long way.

Evolution of the Conc-pt of Career Education
a.

To identify,.with any degree of accuracy, all of the origins

and antecedents of the concept of Career Education would be ex-
/

treme.ly difficult and time consuming, if not completely impossible.

At the same.time, such a descriptive,account would not serve any-

really useful purpose in the context of this paper. On the other

hand, it is important that those responsible for planning, develop-

ing, and implementing programs of Career Education recognize that

the concept did have clear and definable'antecedents; that the con-

cept did not "happen" in some spontaneous fashion.

According to Edwin Herr, Career Education, in its current con-

text, Should be recognized as

...a synthesis and blend of many concepts and ele-
,ments. available at some point and in some place in
American education. However, the intent and imple:
mentation tactics so far ,apparvnt areto bring these
concepts and elements into a new aid systematic in-

terrelationship among vocational education,-.vocational
guidance, career development and other elementsTbf the
educational and community networks of which they are
part.

- As Herr has implied, some of the morerprominent roots of Career

Education arc to be found in Vocational Education and Vocational

Guidance programs. However, to say that in these programs were to'

be found the embryonic stages of Career Education would be erroneous,



. N. ow

for trio enipha'sis on--and
developmentiof--vooational programs was

in reality a part' of the evolutionary process that has culminated,

at the moment, with ihe emergence of Career -Education.
.

Vocational' Education and Vocational. Guidance both have impacted

on the-eVolution' of Career Educatibn, but they have been supplemented,

as it were, by many'other educational. endeavors and "outside influ-.

cnces-," Many bases for Career Educatin existed prior to the develop-
.

ment of the concept of either Vocationa\Education or Career Eduo-.-

tibn. Gordon Swanson reiterated this when. he recently observed that

Career Education,, in various shapes dhd forms, has made partial and

tentative appearances in Amer. can Education'for over 100 years.

Gus Tyler, in a similar obse vation, noted that,

Although schools lo the 1820's] were seen as
places where workers' clildren could learn 'a

craft, [workers] consistently refused to limit

schooling to what we today call "vocational edu-

cation." They wanted their children to be more

than skilled arti'sans;'they also Wanted them to

be informed citizens.

Tyler, Herr, and others have traced the development of the con-

cept of Career E ucation in some detail. For the educatof or lay ;,

citizen who is interested in examining the antecedents of Career Edu-

cation, the cittd sources are highly recommended. For the purposes

of this paper, a summary of the hist4rical, philosophical and con-
/

ceptual antecedents of Career Education, as prepared by Professor

Herr, should suffice: \
'Virtually every concept which is presently ern-

bodied -in career education has -been advocated

at some point in American education. This is

not to suggest that such concepts have either

been operationalized or tested in practice.
Nevertheless, philosophical support for the

major elements of career education has histor-

ical construct, if not.evaluatixe; validity.



*Although there were antecedents in life adjustment

and progressive education positions prior to 1960,

increased emphasis has been focu.sed on the prevo-

cationa I elements of and prepa-

ration to he found in the elementary, middle or

-1firlior-high school educational levels. Equally im-

portant has been concern for the vocational

cations held by post-secondary education, including

collegiate education, for adultsand out-of-school

youth. Togetherthese elements have constituted sup-

port for articulating, from the kindergarten through

.
post-secondary education, a series of increasingly

complex educational experiences Which would be avail--

able to all students, to out-of-school youth and to

adults. Further, these experieikes are seen as re-

qulring not only vocational preparation- -but a con -

tinuuiii oriented to prevocational and educational aware-

ness; attitudOal detvelopment, awareness of personal

'strengths and poteiialities as well as the develop-

ment of decision-making abilities.

As his been observed, it is poSsible to identify many anteced-

ents of Career Education, some of which may even pre-date the founding

of the nation. All have contributed to die development of the con-

cept. But, as indicated by Herr, it was not until the decade of the

'sixties that.major attention was devoted to societal problems, in-

adequacies of education, and possible solutions. Attention of this

nature was demonstrated In 1962 by a Panel of Consultants on Voca-

tional Education with the following statement:
_._

Of. every 10 students now enrolled inthe elementary'

grades, .3 will probably not attain high school grad-

uation. How will these three earn 'living in the

world of the 1960' with out a high school diploma?

7How can the school help them-before and after they.

"drop out ? "_ Of the other seven boys and girls who '

will finish high school in this decade, thrpe will

not go on to college. What will thcsecthree high

school graduates do for a living? -How well will

their high school education prepare 'them to earn a

flying, or, in the case of many girls, to perform

the duties of housewife and mother? Qf the remaining

four students who will eventually enter college, only

two will receive baccalaureate degrees%. What-are the

prospects of the two who do not complete 4 years% of

college? How will high school and post-high school

_study help them .earn a living ?. --

67.
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Thus, 8 out of 10 youngsters now in the
elementary schoals who have a need for voca-
tional education are a major concern of this

report. These young people will enter the
labor force in.this'decade 26, million strong,

and will account for nearly 90 per cent of the.
growth in the labor force during the 1960's.
By the end of the decade, 3 million young
workers will enter the labor force each year,

.
compared with 2 million annually at the start

of the decade. Will these young workers be

well prepared for the world of work? Will

their interests, skills, and knowledge match

the changing requirements of the economy?

The apparent.appropriateness of the above concerns to the-

presentday situation, when contrasted to the time (1962) at which

they were fowulatCd, might sug:ost to some that the concerns have

had little or no impact. Any suc'h perception, however, would be

erroneous, for out of the Concerns voiced by the panel in 1962--or

perhaps more in response to .the concerns -came many of the initial

efforts that were made toward what has become known 'as Career Educa-

tion.

For example, during the early to mid-1960's, the "Richmoud.

Plan," in which attempts were made .to blend technical and-trade edu-

drt

cation. with general education, was developed by the Richmond (Cali- '

fornia)school system. In New Jersey, during the first half of the

1960's, the "Technology for Children (T4C) Program", in which ele-

mentary school children were given a variety of experiences dealing

with the world of work, was developed and implemented. The Western

States Small Schools Project (WSSSP), in the mid 1960's developed

and utilized the concept of a "Career Selection_Program" in order

to help students in the smaller high schools and communities to de-

velop an awareness of the World of work. The San Diego County Schools,-

during thesame era; developed and producdd the "View Program", which

t

*.
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was designed to give the learner access to occupational Informa-

'tion as it related to literally hundreds of occupations. There

were also the efforts of the/Pittsburgh (Penn4ylKania) schgels',

in which students were given an acquaintance with the world-. or work

.

as 'w611 as experience in a "real or simulated job situation.

The above are'but a few of the programs that emerged during

the 1960's.in response to concerns such as those voiced by the

Panel of Consultants on Vocational Educatien: Each of the- progrps

Was concerngd with some aspect of what is now pbrCeiyed as Career

Education, and ea'ch, in its own way, was an immediate predecessor

.
of the current concept.

However, none of the efforts. of the earl and mid 19.60's really

attempted to "grasp the big picture," or to deal with the totality

of the probLem of helping every individual to prepare for a satis-

fying and gratifying life career pattern. Instead, each seemed to

address i'Nelf to a specific part or dspect of the "big picture."

It was really not until the late 1960's and early 1970's that edu-

cational leaders began to grapple with the'totality--oY the perceived

totality--of the problem.

In 1968, for example, the Advisory Council. on Vocational Edli-
e/

cation, underthe leadership of Martin W. Essex, indicdted that, in

additiontn a basic commitment to provide vocational education Ihere

were three other major areas of concern that should be considered

as part of the totality of education:'1

a First, starting early-in the student's formal,
educatipn-he must learri more about work, its dignity,

and his relationship to the occupational world.

Actual work experiences need to he included as an
integral part of they student's educational program.

lI L

a.
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Second, the subject matter of the school

and vocational requirements need to be realigned
so that education becomes more meaningful in. terms

of its occupational potential. This involves
high degree of flexibility and A definite pove-
ment.toward individUalization of instruction.

ThiTd, the hard -core content of vocational
educationthe part that makes a person employ-

able--must be adjusted to accommodate'a wider

. range of occupational opportunity, and a larger

number of students.

Clearly, the elements of Career Education can be seen imthe three

areas of concern rioted by the Council.

Still further indications of the components of Career Edu-

cation are to be seen in another closely, related statement of the

Advisory Council on VOcational tducation:tv

The renaissance in.education wusvvdevelop.new
relationships between the school and community at-
large td tho end that education, with its voca-
tional component, reaches into every fact of the
community to,Trovide for youth and adults now not

being served.
t

I

It has already been suggested that it would be difficult, if

not impossible, to trace all of the antecedents1)f Career Education:

`Tbe ones that have been briefly. described,constitute only a few.

'It was, however, fromantecedCnts suCh as those mentioned, that the

concept of Career Education, as we know it today, has developed.

The Concept, the Process, and the Product..

The concept of Career Education, as it has. bee-n discussed in

these pages, is from all indications a viable onc--one -that is both

alive and healthy. This obervation is given credence by numerouT

happenings in Career Education that have occurred during the past

three years. Virtually every state or territorial education agency,

11
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for example, now has a professional\ staff member who is respon-

sible for Career Education efforts in the state or' territory.

In 1968, only one state had such a position. Some state legis-
,

lat9es have, in recent years, appropriated state monies to' be

used for the support of Career Education. And whereas a decade

ago it was difficult to find professional publications that dealt.

with Career Education, today one can find numerous such publications.

Yct another evidence of support and acceptance of the concept

of Career Education may be found in the numerous, and extremely

well-done, plans, brochures, and other descriptive materials that

have been developed toy state 'education agencies for use in their

own states. [Sonic of these are mentigned in the section of'this

paper that is devoted, to References. Others will be described in

subsequent sections.
Vry

Still furthef evidence of acceptance and.support'of the concept

of Career Education may he found in the March, 1974, issue of Focus,

/

which is publi/shOd by the National Association of. State Boards of

Education. iPle Association, or. NASBE, recently conducted a survey

of educatioial priorities among state education agencies. Using --

a weighted formula to "treat the. state responses, the investigators

found Career Education to be the higheNt priority.

ly should be noted that in one context the NASBE survey in-,

rdicated a need for, or a concern-about Career Education: Either ex-
.--

pression, however, would tend to support the basic concept of

Career Education.

But while there is fairly solid evidence that the concept

of Carcer Education, there arc indications that the process ,

of Career Education is not as firmly fixed within the educational
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structure. *Thi.. prlm--that of transf4rmin the concpt
.

.of Cal:cer Education into a proces!,: of Career Educationwas

addressed recently by chief state school officers, USOh represen-

tatittes, and others at a recent meeting in Pinehurst,. North Carolina

--(April 1 -3,, 1974). At, that meeting, Dr. Sidney Marland discussed

with the part}cipants some of the causal factors--the issues that

tend to iirhibit ,the implementation of Career Educationdf7177301/41

scaleand suggested that educational leaders from every level and

aspect cif education pour forth a concerted cooperative effort to at,

least minimize thC effects of the issues. Among the issues noted

by Marland were:

Inftiative

A major issue in virtually any effort aimed at reform of one

a

sort or another has to do with the ma'tt'er of who should take the

the initiative?, In the matter of Career Education, should the

initiativ be taken by the states? The federal government? Or both'

It would seem obvious that a harmonized coordinated effort involving.

both would he the most productive approach.,

*Definition

The matter of 'definitionof occupational education,: of voca.:_..

tional education, and of career edutationcontinues to pe-an issue
(

that contributes to the problem. This should not be a factor: Most

.educators have workable definitions for Career Education. While the

definitions might differ in detail, it is in diversity that we might

find workable solutions to the problems.

*Passing fad

A major concern, notion, or idea shared by .many is tluit calfZer

education is )nst another one of the educational changcs-that are.



proposed, accepted 4 some, and 'then forgotte.n. Many people think

that career education is not only here to stay, but. that -is

also headed in the right direction. `nevertheless, the "pas.i.vg

ftid" idea does contribute to the overall problem of imple/Ontatlon:'-

a
*Articulation

There. Ts a real need to develop strategies and procedures that

will permit and encourage better articulation of all aspects and

segments of the educational program. How. best can this be accom-

.plished? What arc the preferable strategies and procedures?.

*Turfmanship

In education, each special interest group (vocational education,

general education, science education, indUstrial arts, etc;) has

.

created its own empire, and has been deeply .c.cmmitted to defending

it. This is a real dssuc,
S-
and significantly contributes to the

.. ,

aroblems relating to implementation of the process. In addition

to turfs that exist within( the educational profession, there are

other agenCies (Agriculture, Transportation, Labor, Defense, In-

,

terior) which.ope.rate massive.educatiorf programs, and eMpires, or

turfs, exiwt there,as well. Ways will have to be found to de-em-

phasize the notion of "my turf" and "your turf", and of emphasizing

cooperative,appro'aches to common goals.

'Funding

The 'issue of funding may perhaps A an aspectiof "turfman

_,.,ship". It is, however, -a major concern or isSup, and is manifested

in the concept of "This is our money
.

..11- f %.
,

.

If Career Education is to be the 'key to educational reform,

substantial sun*:; of money will be needed and ways must be found
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to convince all agencies of this need.

To illustrate the mal;nitude o fund:: that mtgt he considered,

one should ref1eCt

$1 billion wouldprovide each state with
$20 mkilion;

$1.5 billion would provide each school
district with $1 0,000; or

$5 billion would :.-ovide $100 for each

student.

And then, contrast these figures with the $15 billion. that is

being used for welfare every yaar.
_

*Anti-Intellectual

While to some people .this is an "overdone issue", it nonethe-

less is a real one. TO() often, vocational education is perceived

as a program for the less giftdd, less able students.

To some degree, turfmanship may cause this attitude 'o sur-

face. One would suggest, however, that much of it results from,

ignorance. Considerable educative effort is needed if this kind

of ignorance is to be eliminated or minimized.

Minority Concerns

There is, among many, a concernthat career education may,be-

come just another way of tracking underachieving culturally disad-
.

vantaged youngsters. Regardless of the fact that career education,

when functioning as it should, would actually serve to remove or

lessen tracking, theconcern is still a very -real- one, and must be.

recognized.' Efforts' will need to be made to alleviate or minimize

the concern.



'Wait for Research,

There are those who would advocate that we wait until there

is hard research data to support the concept of career education,

and this does present some problems. Sound bases for our actions

are needed, and the use of research-based infJrmation to use in

building the bases should be encouraged. It is, however, possible

to become bogged down, so to speak. A balance must be found.

'Teacher/Counselor Training/Retraining

With any area of educational reform, there is a need to ori-

ent--or perhaps reorient--those people affected by the change or

reform. In the case of career education, two suM--groups are the

leachers and the counselors, and at the present time, not too

many within these groups have had a real opportunity to become

actively involved in and trained for working career education.

This issue must be resolved if career education is to achieve its

tutal potential.

'Balancing Educational Program with Manpower Needs

.ln the areas of occupational education, vocational education,

and career education, there is a possibility of creating unrealistic

expectations.which, when unmet, can result in extreme frustrations.

For example, it may be that some educational programs dealing with

work opportunities are not appropriate in terms of manpower needs.

The educationalprogramoccupational, vocational, or career--must

0 work closely with related agencies in order to insure that imbal-

ances between education and manpower needs arc held to a minimum.

,
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Obviously, there are other issues that might well be added

to those suggested by Marland. The purpose, however, was-not to

identify every issue, for these will differ somewhat from state

tio state, city to city, and agency to agency. Iit!tead, the purpose

was one of calling attention to some, and to suggest that all

must be faced before the process can be infused into the existing

educational program.

Transforming the concept of Career Education into an opera-

tional process is one of the greatest challenges faced by American

education. As with ether ch'allenges thbt'have been met, however,

the task is not insurmountable. If the process Call be implemented,

the product will be found in the millions of people, young adults,

mature adults and elderly adults who have had, as Superintendent

Robert Benton of Iowa neatly and eloquently phrased it, the benefit

of someone "helping them to become what they cipbecome ".

#1.
ea



Explanatory Notes

.
This paper, "The Concept of Career Education", is the

first of a series of papers concerned with various aspects

of Career Education by the Career Education Project of the

Council of Chief State School Officers. It is hoped that

the series will contribute to the knowledge base of state

education agencies. At the same time, it is also hoped that

die series will, in a variety of ways, assigtonta.ti Directors
/AA

or Coordinators of Career Education in their efforts to fur-

ther translate the concept of Career Education'into a work-.

able and viable educational priocess in their individual

states.

The series has been authored principally by David L.

Jesser, Director of the CCSSO Career Education Project. However,

much.assistance in the preparation of the series was pro-
'

vided by Nancy Pinson and Niel Carey, both with the Maryland

State Department of Education, by Linda Keilholtz, of the

'Ohio State Department of Education, and by ktyron Vanier, of

the Nebraska State Department of Education.: Special yecog-

nition and thanks is tendered to these interested, concerned,

0
-- and dedicated educators.

It should be noted that a choice was made not use foot-
t /

note references in this series. Instead,.: the referenees or
/

sours to which footnote references would generally be made

ar in Wed in the Selected References section which follows.
i

-L
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